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Excess is rarely considered an asset, however Georges Bataille discusses the abundance of light as an 

excess of energy that can be used for growth: “Solar energy is the source of life’s exuberant 

development. The origin and essence of our wealth are given in the radiation of the sun which 

dispenses energy- wealth- without return.”1 Nature responds generously to the gift of surplus solar 

energies and develops in excesses on a cyclic basis. Nature is superabundant and we are dependent on 

the flowing exchange of its excessive product. As custodians of nature we utilise these excesses for 

our benefit and our confluences of edge-exchanges of these excesses have tended to develop into cities 

as an excessive concentration of our own cultural activities. Our cities have therefore become 

concentrations of exchanges and events that offer variety, ambiguity, the strange and unique as 

excessive event-mental ensembles.2 They are continually emerging as a spatial and cultural maelstrom 

of complex historic and anticipated interpretive patterns forming a desirable landscape that embraces 

and enables its milieu to delve into its thickness reflecting, “man’s most consistent and on the whole, 

his most successful attempt to remake the world he lives in more after his heart’s desire.”3 

 

 
Fig1 Istanbul one of the most well-known confluences where East meets West 

 

Our cities as excessive event-mental ensembles can be related to Alain Badiou’s explanation of events 

through “set theory” denying a set of all sets and emphasising the void as the originator of the unique. 

With these “sets” Badiou creates a method of thinking that is expansive and infinite, and that could 

transcend a structured situation as in “to think outside of the sets.”4 Through Badiou’s explanation, the 

city can be envisaged as a series of interrelated and ever changing “sets,” as “urban stage sets” that we 

are integral with as “all the world's a stage and all the men and women merely players.”5 Our world, 

the city consisting of serial sets that are constantly becoming in terms of sets, changing sets and 

interactions between sets generating a fluid event-mental ensemble. This concept of the city involves a 

process of emergence and becoming where the city is “composed of a multiplicity of unstable organic 

and non-organic elements each invested with the capacity to transform the whole.”6 The city is then as 

Gaston Bachelard noted “the poetics of multiple durées’ coming together.”7   

The city of Liverpool was physically born from its edge-exchange processes developing as a port city 

from the seventeenth century onwards. The city grew exponentially in the eighteenth and nineteenth 

centuries with an excess of edge-exchanges relating to the opening up of the New Worlds in North and 

South America. By the twentieth century the docklands stretched over seven linear miles adjacent to 

the city centre. This excess of edge-exchange processes became seriously depleted after the second 

world war through political policies and containerization. The container port of Seaforth is the large 

port furthest from the city centre although it handles more tonnage today than was ever handled 

historically its influence on the actualities of the city in terms of economics and culture are remote. 

The city’s historic docklands became wastelands and this edge redundancy removed variety, 



 
 

 

 

  

ambiguity, the strange and unique as event all of which are recognisable successful city traits. This 

eventually lead to militant action, strikes and “riot.”8  

 

 
Fig 2 Liverpool’s seven miles of edge exchange docklands adjacent to the city centre shown in grey 

 

Underinvestment, unemployment, political infighting and an exodus of industry and talent following 

militant action in Liverpool determined a rapid social and material decline in the late 1950s and early 

1960s. Large areas of the inner city remained bomb sites courtesy of the Luftwaffe, and the 

underappreciated and under maintained remaining architectural heritage and dockland infrastructure 

became little more than smoke stained, dark dilapidated grandeur. The city plunged into a “liminal 

defensive reaction”9 becoming an annexed social and political territory from the 1960s until the late 

1980s, clearly expressed through national politics and media opinion of the period. Liverpool became 

socially excluded from the nation, its milieu the “unclear and the unclean regarded as polluting to 

those who have never been inoculated against them.”10  

This liminal state constitutes an existence outside of the usual social sets; it’s a void, a cut continuity, a 

gap, characterized by ambiguity, uncertainty and hope. As such it also has the potential for innovative 

creativity enabling “exceptional events” through intensifying the context and bringing into the open 

that which could not previously exist or be seen.11 Events are unique and unrepeatable giving in 

excess, relative to the gap and the gift. The gap is the nothingness from which the event, as the gift 

irrupts in excess. The initial stages of this social void in Liverpool gave rise to a musical culture, “The 

Beat,” or “Mersey Beat,” that dominated the British pop scene for a decade. In this particular case, 

“The Beat,” merged in the Cavern, was honed in the Reeperbahn and the Beatles emerged uniquely for 

worldwide adoration and consumption on stage and screen. Cities however require a certain density / 

intensity to sustain cultural desirability and creativity, extended liminal periods exhaust themselves for 

as the void grows, through deterioration and exodus, events tend to dissipate in the voids excessive 

expanse rather than emerging from it. 

Once termed “the pool of life,”12 Liverpool’s particularities in terms of cultural pursuits tend to reflect 

its industrial heritage and consequently the popular cultural pursuits of singing, dancing, drinking, 

eating, cinema, music hall and sport tend to predominate. Popular culture’s definition is slightly 

illusive because its meaning is expansive in that there is more than one way to explain what popular 

culture actually is.13 Popular culture can however be said to refer to “the beliefs and practices, and the 

objects through which they are organised, that are widely shared among a population.”14 Its activities 

are enjoyable and we enthusiastically participate in them, otherwise they wouldn’t satisfy their own 

criteria. As a consequence, they are also excessive in that they are overproduced and overconsumed 

and consequently have tended to be looked down on historically.  

Changes in contemporary cultural acceptances have however aided Liverpool city’s cultural view of 

itself and its national and international reputation. The French social theorist Jean Baudrillard posited 

the commodification of everything where everything can be bought and sold. Objects become the new 

religion, and we worship products, signs and role models. We become lost in our own simulations as 

“a carnival of mirrors.”15 Baudrillard termed this “trans-aesthetics,”16 where cultural domains lose 

their distinctions and collapse in on each other. The simulations are more entertaining such that the 

models, images and codes of hyper-reality replace the real. Liverpool’s post-industrial landscape has 

invariably been defined by its popular cultural hauntings and anticipations and with the collapse of 

cultural domains, these popular cultural pursuits have attained acclaim and international recognition. 

Football can now be considered as an opera of two halves, if the streets of Singapore are empty, then, 

it’s highly lightly that the entire population are watching Liverpool football team play on pub screens. 



 
 

 

 

  

Go into any karaoke bar in the Far East and you can hear the Beatles songs being enthusiastically 

slaughtered every night by incongruous accents. Music, dance, food, drink, theatre, sport, art and film, 

together with a rich tough industrial tectonic heritage define the city’s cultural character.  

 

 
Fig 3 Mathew street Cavern Club demolished 1973 and rebuilt 1984 using the original cellar bricks 

 

The prevalence of contemporary popular music and dance in 1950s post war Liverpool was mainly 

due to mass unemployment, there was little else for the youth of the city to do. The uniqueness of the 

situation was however enhanced by Liverpool’s direct link to New York through the Liners and the 

“Cunard Yanks.” During this decade, these sailors, who could in fact be almost any nationality, were a 

direct conduit for influential fashion and music from New York to Liverpool. They bought records of 

soul, blues and rock and roll over; they also played in bands and the influence was soaked up by 

Liverpool’s troubled city’s youth as there was little prospect of any normal career. The city at this time 

was a place of smoke stained black buildings and; “going over to America was like The Wizard of Oz: 

black and white into Technicolor.”17 In the search for alternatives the escapist dream of a New York 

influenced music and dance scene was so seductive.  

In the 1960s the Cavern Club dominated the scene, later in the 1970s it was the Grafton and Eric’s, in 

the1980s, it was The State,18 and in the1990s, it was Nation and specifically Cream. This infers that 

there were - are just a few music and dance venues in the city in each of these eras. This was definitely 

not the case there was and is a rich music venue heritage in the city,19 the venues mentioned above are 

just some of the venues which could be said achieved notoriety in each decade. The 1980s was 

probably the depth of the city’s depression with innumerable vacant city centre premises for 

opportunist clubs and bars. The era saw Planet X, The System, Macmillan’s and the State all 

competing for Liverpool’s alternative club crowd. It was possible to have extended clubbing weekends 

in a different club each night. In fact, the city had and has what could be termed fields of music venues 

and promenades of preloading hole’s in the form of pubs and bars, between these fields. The largest of 

these fields is the Ropewalks. 

The success of the clubbing scene in the Ropewalks during the 1990s centred around the musical 

revolution that was Acid house, originating in Chicago and Detroit. Acid house music became a 

specific event night called Daisy at the State in Liverpool’s Ropewalks in 1998.20 A new space called 

Concert Square and an increase in the student population also played an important role in the success 

of the area. The Ropewalks area is a former warehouse district with very narrow streets, the 

warehouses became clubbing spaces and the new square created space as place. Concert Square 

development was the initiative of “Urban Splash” at the time a young and alternative urban 

development company. The development lined with bars and clubs became hugely successful as a 

socialising space within the Ropewalks which rapidly became the largest clubbing field in the city 

with “Cream” as event centre stage. Parallel to this was a dramatic rise in the student population of the 

city during the1990s.21 It soon became apparent that the city’s excessive transient population formerly 

associated with the docks had returned as an excessive transient student population who also offered 

variety, ambiguity, the strange and unique. This student populations energetic escapism provided an 

extended market for the music and dance scene in the Ropewalks area.  

 



 
 

 

 

  

 
Fig 4 Concert Square in the Ropewalks, a strategic urban move enhancing the areas clubbing culture   
 

Cream as a weekly music night at “Nation” in the 1990s became the biggest club night in Liverpool. 

As event, it saw three thousand revellers arriving, in baggy cloth’s and bikinis, from all over the 

United Kingdom to partake in an all-night mass dance fest. Cream became a way of life for many 

revellers during this period and has now become a global brand with Amnesia, an internationally 

renowned dance trance club initiated in 1995 in Ibiza and Cream-fields, one of the largest international 

dance festivals, initiated in1998. Cream as an international brand currently organises over one-hundred 

events each year on an international scene and returns to Liverpool…. Occasionally! 

 

 
Fig 5 Nation, (Cream) Warehouses and sculpture “Penelope” Ropewalks Wolstenholme square 2016.  
 

There is something about participating in popular cultural events that enhances identity and belonging, 

its tribal in nature, but as contemporary communities have become more dynamic this tribalism tends 

towards being event, rather than place based. Popular cultural events are a shared experience 

communing with others; generating a shared sense of euphoric solidarity as the clan / community 

come together in unison in support of their “totem.”22 This is as emphatic in dance-trance fests where 

one becomes both lost and integral amongst the field of the pulsating, breast pounding, rhythmic, 

writhing body-scape of Cream, as it is equally as emphatic in the soundscape of the Kop, at 

Liverpool’s football ground, when in perfect unison Liverpool’s supporters filling the Kop intuitively 

initiate a song such as “You’ll Never Walk Alone.” John Morgan, a Panorama reporter researching 

Liverpool’s zeitgeist in 1964 said, “I’ve never seen anything like this Liverpool crowd… The twenty-

eight thousand people on the Kop begin singing together…. they begin singing… new words with one 

immediate huge voice. They seem, mysteriously, to be in touch with one another, with wacker, the 

spirit of scouse.”23 

 

 
Fig 6 Anfield Stadium ‘HOME’ of Liverpool football club, hosting operas of two halves 



 
 

 

 

  

 

There wasn’t a particular ‘eureka’ moment when Liverpool made a specific decision to adopt popular 

cultural events as a strategy to revitalise the city; it emerged organically and was obvious by the late 

1990s. The city has enhanced existing events and introduced new events linked to its existing popular 

cultural strengths. These cyclical events generate a multi-cultural “festivalisation” of the city through 

music, dance and sport. Weekdays the plethora of clubs and bars have developed specialised nights 

and it’s possible to go to several different events every night. Saturdays are everything everywhere, 

perhaps start at a Liverpool or Everton match then Concert Square and see where it leads. Sunday is 

brunch at the innumerable cafes and restaurants, a walk along the waterfront or in the ring of parks 

around the city and perhaps some Jaz at the Grapes or a concert at the Philharmonic. Annual events 

well there are numerous, Brouhaha Carnival, Chinese New Year, Africa Oye, Halloween Parade, 

Mathew Street Festival, The Grand National, Tall Ships Race, Biennial, John Moore’s painting prize, 

Creamfields, Sound City, Liverpool International Music Festival, Liverpool Food Festival, Light 

Night, River Festival. These annual events are also punctuated by city spectacles such as the spider,24 

the puppets25 and the three Queens.26 The puppet’s urban odyssey, a parade of giant puppets through 

the city, is estimated to have brought an extra twenty-five million pounds of trade to the city over their 

weekend performance. These urban spectacles bring the populace together, as participants in an event 

they reform a sense of belonging and pride in the city, its spaces and fabric, reigniting a love of place 

as in “Topophilia.”27 Nero, the Roman Emperor, knew the power of spectacle and there is debate that 

his so-called madness orchestrating gladiatorial spectacles for his popularity with the masses was more 

a desire to move beyond the materiality of things “into the sacred universe of luxury.”28 Nero also 

knew the power of architecture and urbanity as spectacle as in his “Domus Aurea” or Golden House. 

Our world “the city” may have become so familiar to us that we tend to forget that it also forms an 

enduring spectacle of organisational strategic “sets” of city constituents, exemplified by Sixtus V’s 

Rome and Haussmann’s Paris: “The city….is the point of maximum concentration for the power and 

culture of a community.”29  

Even art in Liverpool developed into a popular cultural event in the form of the Biennial. The Tate a 

London based modern art gallery, initiated a branding of itself through satellite galleries across the 

United Kingdom. Liverpool’s Tate of the North became one of these initial satellites in1988. The 

Biennial was initiated a decade later by a number of creatives from Liverpool’s Tate who foresaw art 

as a popularised urban event taking art out of the galleries and into the city scape. The first Biennial 

was in 1999 running in alternating years, as its name implies, inviting renown international 

contemporary artists to create art within the city’s urban matrix. Liverpool’s Biennial has five hundred 

thousand visitors over a ten-week period and remains one of the largest contemporary international art 

events in the United Kingdom. 

 

 
Fig 7 Biennial Liverpool; Cenotaph 2018 sculpture in Exchange Flags, by Holly Hendry  
 

Perhaps the most influential contemporary popular cultural event revitalising Liverpool centred around 

the city winning the 2008 European Capital of Culture in 2003. Tessa Jowell made the announcement 

to scenes of jubilation from the back of the room, Liverpool had not expected to win! Liverpool’s bid 

team were ecstatic…. Sir Bob Scott, who led the bid, said: "For the first time for too long, Liverpool 

will represent Great Britain, when hopefully Liverpool will be the greatest capital of culture that has 

ever been seen."30 Liverpool did the double with its waterfront becoming a World Heritage Site in 

2004. Subsequent investment brought in close to two billion pounds by 2008, almost half of which 

came from a collaborative partnership project to redevelop the city centre. This project, which became 



 
 

 

 

  

“Liverpool One,” started out as the Paradise Street project and was initiated prior to the Capital of 

Culture bid. Paradise Street had been identified as an area of huge potential as early as 1993. The 1998 

report by Healey and Baker commissioned by the city, confirmed that Liverpool was dramatically 

short of retail space and was losing out to other nearby retail centres,31 and much of the city centre 

remained underdeveloped from the war. The strategic ambition was to develop an excessive 

gravitational hub of retail and entertainment over forty-two acres in the city centre, rebuilding the city 

from the centre out. Shopping is of course a popular cultural pursuit and we still “devote considerable 

time and effort to foraging, although the context is now in malls, stores, and Internet sites;”32 it’s 

termed retail therapy. 
 

 
Fig 8 Lord Street Liverpool, objects as the new religion and retail therapy as its religious practice 

 

Liverpool city council advertised, actively seeking a partner to develop a scheme integral with the city. 

Grosvenor Developments were selected in March 2000 from a list of over forty interested parties “to 

work in partnership to produce a development with which local people will closely identify and take to 

their hearts.”33 Grosvenor were chosen because their aims paralleled the then Liberal council’s 

leaderships ambitions. These ambitions centred around “avoiding a mall like complex, retaining 

existing street patterns, listed buildings and features of interest, linking all the surrounding areas whilst 

respecting the changes in scale and levels, maximising permeability and creating open quality urban 

spaces.”34 In reconstructing Liverpool’s city centre the problem wasn’t so much it’s actual 

construction, but its reconstruction as a destination in people’s minds. In building an “image of a city” 

as a brand, you have to examine the essence of that city’s character that inherently has the most 

alluring appeal, defining and enhancing those characteristics that have the most chance of success. 

With this image, the city can be marketed as a product; the image generating a conceptual origination 

in consumers’ minds within which the city’s complexities can unfold as it is consumed: “This image 

needs depth, originality and a distinctive of character… to compete in a global marketplace.”35 The 

characteristics of Liverpool’s popular cultural branding in the 1990s was centred around music and 

sport, specifically concentrating on the Beatles and Liverpool football club. This image was enriched 

by the city’s architectural heritage including the industrial docklands waterfront, the art scene and its 

gallery collections and the city’s series of large hegemonic landscaped parks encircling it.  

 

 
Fig 9 Panoramic of Liverpool’s heritage waterfront with the three Graces central. 
 

Grosvenor in rebuilding the city centre wanted to link into Liverpool’s popular cultural brand. They 

initially approached the branding of their new city centre by creating six core aims, “Make new Rules. 

Involve Everyone. Love the City. Think Big. Create More. Be the Best.”36 Their objective was for 

their development to be integral with the city, its inhabitants and its branding by creating a link 



 
 

 

 

  

“brand” with commodity fetish and by devising the term “Liverpool One” they adopted and 

subsequently captured the entire city. Liverpool One as a phrase links to and captures the positive 

attributes of Liverpool’s popular urban cultural pursuits as well as inferring it is number one for 

retailers and consumers.  

 

 
Fig 10 Five zones for diversity best described as Hill & Park, Valley, Boulevard, Street, Arcade 

 

Grosvenor further developed their brand image by clearly relating the design of its new centre to our 

contradictory urban expectations, safe but exciting. They planned a centre that would be easy to 

access, clean and safe on the one hand; whilst, developing variety and ambiguity as depth to the 

experiential labyrinth on the other hand.37 Grosvenor’s aim of multifarious complexity to express 

variety and ambiguity combined with their aim of integration with the surrounding context were 

approached through formal diversity and material solidity. These were distinctive aesthetic aims to 

reproduce the diversity of Liverpool city and reflect its distinctive northern industrial solidity. Five 

zones were envisaged best described as Hill and Park, Valley, Boulevard, Street, Arcade. Twenty-six 

architects were appointed competitively to achieve this variety and were expected to work within 

spatial, envelope and material parameters, as well as collaboratively with neighbouring architects, to 

promote a diverse urban experience meshing with the existing urban realm.  

Liverpool One was not however developed alone; it was part of an entire city flux at the start of the 

millennium with European Union financed urban projects, the university’s strategic growth, and 

speculative entertainment initiatives. The former “what a problem” on everyone’s lips became “what a 

potential,” and the expectation became infectious! Although Liverpool One was not originally linked 

to the City of Culture, it rode on its coat-tails and is today considered the largest legacy of this 

“event.” There was some concern over the viability of forty-two acres of retail and entertainment in 

the centre of Liverpool, one of the poorest cities in the country. A concern heightened as the world 

economies crashed a year prior to the 2008 City of Culture and the much-publicised opening of 

Europe’s largest new retail development. Liverpool One opened in phases on May 29th and October 

1st 2008, to a hundred-thousand footfall in each of these first days. Grosvenor took quite a risk in its 

“orchestration” of a substantial investment in a city struggling with image and urban re-generation 

problems at the turn of the millennium. They had however negotiated a two-hundred-and-fifty-year 

lease on a prime piece of real estate at the very centre of the city that had not been redeveloped since 

the war, in essence they got the icing on the cake: Grosvenor won the part with the most potential not 

only to rebuild the city’s fabric and image but in order to make money. As Klaus Kunzman stated 

“each story of regeneration begins with poetry and ends with real estate.”38  

 

 
Fig 11 Ropewalks regeneration area developed by BDP one step ahead of the Liverpool 0ne project 
 



 
 

 

 

  

Liverpool’s city centre has been redeveloped as an excess of consumerism and for Baudrillard the 

simulation becomes complete through this consumption. “Baudrillard uses the sign / signifier 

technique to explain consumption so that what we purchase is not just a product, but also a piece of a 

language that creates a sense of who we are.”39 Consumerism plays on our wants and needs through 

notions of belonging. We gain our place not through geographic locations but through transitive, 

emotive communities referred to by Michel Maffesoli as “neo tribalism.”40 We consume in order to 

belong frequenting cafes, bars and restaurants that we wish to be seen within, wearing messages of 

which tribal group we belong to. This consumption is as Baudrillard inferred, a self-propelling system 

that is more about collectives than individuals as in Maffesoli’s “being togetherness.”41 Consumption 

is both a trap and a form of liberation, we are caught within the cycle but we can also choose to 

embrace it continuously rebuilding ourselves to belong within, and move between, social tribes in a 

sequential series of makeovers. Consumption of products and places is where we become both lost and 

integral, it is as much a communing with others generating a shared sense of belonging as with music 

and sport, but differentially timed. 

As a centre of consumption, Liverpool One constitutes a picturesque experience of unfolding features 

and views; its multileveled complexity integrating seamlessly with the variable scaled, levelled and 

material surrounding areas of the city. Indeed, it is difficult to know whether you are inside or outside 

Liverpool One. The visual variety as complexity is overlaid with management policies of constant 

care, though it remains integral with the city’s labyrinthine streets that are open by day and night. 

Events within the matrix are managed cyclically in line with other city wide events. The redesigned 

Chavasse Park hosting skating in winter and a beach in summer whilst the Christmas market with 

stalls of international goods generates a complex, yet intimate festive street scene.  

Liverpool One is, of course, a “privately owned public space,” now referred to as “Pops” these have 

been “popping” up in cities throughout the United Kingdom and present some serious questions in 

terms of our urban liberties and associated urban behaviour patterns. “Pops” are a mechanism through 

which cash strapped “Local Authorities” encourage developer investment, and consequently “pop goes 

the weasel!”42 They are especially numerous in London and usually have different rules than publicly 

owned urban spaces which is tricky as often you don’t know that you are in one and don’t know when 

or how you should amend your behaviour. Liverpool One is similar; there are no gates and / or 

boundaries between its thirty-five privatised streets and its surrounding context. Is it different? Well, 

yes; it is, although the differences are subtle. Skateboarding and cycling are discouraged, as are 

beggars and homeless people, there are no delivery trucks in the day, ambulances are escorted in and it 

is noticeably cleaner even on approach through the surrounding streets. There are also apparently four 

hundred cameras43 and a large private security presence in the form of the redcoats who frequently 

intervene to reduce urban dissent. You can apparently busk in nine locations, but all of the 

performances are either organised by Liverpool One management or they tend towards middle class 

worthy charitable causes.  

 

 
Fig 12 Skaters in Liverpool One celebrating two-hundred and fifty years of the Blackpool Circus. 

 

These “privately owned public spaces” blur our accepted ownership boundaries by masquerading as 

normal public space when in fact they have a different set of behavioural parameters that relate to an 

idealised consumer citizen. “Pops” also lack a certain urban energy a diversity where activities unfold 

as any possibility. Urban spontaneity’ and chaos have been erased as we amend our behaviour in order 

to avoid confrontation subconsciously aware that we are performing on an electronic panoptic stage as 

their idealised citizen. Michel Foucault in Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison wrote “He 



 
 

 

 

  

who is subjected to a field of visibility, and who knows it… becomes the principle of his own 

subjection.”44 Electronic pan optics elicit “the power of the gaze as a structure of dominance, evoking 

a dimension of self-restraint, self-discipline”45 a restriction of our behaviour. The problem with these 

spaces is that we relinquish the “right to change ourselves by changing the city… The freedom to 

make and remake our cities and ourselves is…one of the most precious yet most neglected of our 

human rights.”46 Liverpool is under development, the tower cranes constructing Liverpool One in 

2004 have been a consistent feature of the city’s horizon since. There remains an excess of music and 

dance venues within the city centre, concentrated in the Ropewalks for youthful, energetic escapism 

directly adjacent to the retail and entertainment centre of which Liverpool One forms a large part. The 

city is however changing, the former nightclub venues of Nation and the Kazimier were demolished in 

2016 to make way for the hundred-million-pound redevelopment of Wolstenholme square with 

accommodation, hotel, commercial and café / bar spaces.47 Similar projects are taking place in at least 

six other locations around the city centre apparently, billions of pounds of investment in the pipeline.48 

According to The Sunday Times, Home, “Liverpool is the best place in Britain to be a young graduate 

– with affordable housing, decent employment opportunities - and over three thousand seven hundred 

entrepreneurial start-ups in the last year.”49  

 

 
Fig 13 Wolstenholme square with sculpture “Penelope” as the remaining recognisable feature 2019  
  

Liverpool One could be said to be the success of excess, it’s certainly popular, footfall each year has 

been over twenty-three million since 2009.50 Strategically as a popular cultural activity, it 

complements the adjacent city areas of Ropewalks, the Central Business District, the Docklands and 

the Baltic Triangle creative quarter. This cumulative city centre of Liverpool has become a renewed 

destination of excessive popular cultural consumption as a twenty-four-seven hyperreal commodity. 

Liverpool One maybe a little sanitised, however the city centre holistically retains a village like feel, 

you can walk across it in twenty minutes, invariably meet someone you know and, well, you don’t 

have to walk far to find a little “creative edginess” in the Baltic Triangle, or the North Docks though 

today the music scenes edginess is complemented by bio and computer sciences. The strange and 

unique have reappeared through innumerable international students and tourism: “The strange and 

unique which are both dangerous and desirable, they posit a unique objectivity for reflection.”51 This is 

assuming that we forget that we have given a large part of our city centre away for two hundred and 

fifty years to excessive profits. The cultural difference between mainly Middle Eastern investors and 

Liverpool One’s users must be huge, but we have become inter-dependant in an investment venture for 

the next quarter of a millennium. “Loving the alien.”52  

 

 
Fig 14 Stranger in Lord Street, dangerous and desirable positing a unique objectivity for reflection 
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